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Abstract
Resilience and adaptation in the face of early genetic or environmental risk has become a major interest in child psychiatry over recent years. However, we
still remain far from an understanding of how developing human brains as a whole adapt to the diffuse and widespread atypical synaptic function that
may be characteristic of some common developmental disorders. The first part of this paper discusses four types of whole-brain adaptation in the face
of early risk: redundancy, reorganization, niche construction, and adjustment of developmental rate. The second part of the paper applies these adaptation
processes specifically to autism. We speculate that key features of autism may be the end result of processes of early brain adaptation, rather than the
direct consequences of ongoing neural pathology.
The brain is an organ of adaptation at multiple time scales.
Over an evolutionary time scale, the human brain has become
adapted to construct and occupy the niche of our species
(phylogenetic adaptation). Over the course of ontogeny (indi-
vidual development), an individual’s brain adapts both to the
general features of their environment shared with others and
to the individual circumstances into which they are born (on-
togenetic adaptation). Next, on the time scale of days and
hours, human brains can retain survival-relevant information
through processes of learning, memory, and attention. Fi-
nally, at the scale of milliseconds, our brain adapts to the cur-
rent sensory input and changes internal states, or prepares mo-
tor responses. At these different scales, different complex and
dynamic process underlie processes of adaptation. Of particu-
lar relevance to child psychiatry is ontogenetic adaptation,
how the individual brain adapts in the face of both environ-
mental and intrinsic insults, and issues of how these processes
relate to common developmental disorders such as autism
and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
Ontogenetic brain adaptation in response to early environ-
mental adversity is related to “resilience.” One common view
of resilience can be summarized as “the ability of an organ-
ism to withstand environmental challenges to normal func-
tion” (Karatoreos & McEwen, 2013). Resilience is typically
defined in terms of the extent to which an individual with-
stands or recovers from early disturbance of their develop-
mental trajectory to achieve normality, and the process is ana-
lyzed in terms of relevant genetic and external environmental
factors (Cicchetti, 2013; Cicchetti & Curtis, 2007; Masten,
2007). In contrast, ontogentic adaptation refers to a broader
class of processes in which a given individual’s brain maxi-
mizes its fit to the environment in ways that may not necessar-
ily result in normalization. Further, while in cases of early
abuse or neglect the environment is often considered an exter-
nal variable, it is important to recognize that it is the child’s
experience of the environment that is critical. Thus, in devel-
opmental disorders, factors intrinsic to the brain itself that
compromise the child’s ability to process the environment
may affect the outcome of the optimization process. In con-
trast to the sustained interest in resilience and adaptation in
the face of environmental insults (Cicchetti, 2013; Cicchetti
& Curtis, 2007; Finlay, Yost, & Cheung, 2006; Luthar & Cic-
chetti, 2000), adaptation is rarely considered in the develop-
mental disorders literature. The current neglect of this topic
is surprising given the widely held view that common devel-
opmental disorders involve widespread disturbances in sy-
naptic function or efficiency (Penzes, Cahill, Jones, Van-
Leeuwen, & Woolfrey, 2011; Zoghbi, 2003) that are
subject to strong homeostatic pressure (Turrigiano, 2011)
and lead, without doubt, to adaptive changes. Despite the
brain being the primary organ of integration between genes
and environment, we still know very little about the neural ba-
sis of resilience and adaptation (Cicchetti & Curtis, 2007;
Curtis & Cicchetti, 2003). Thus, in the first part of the present
paper we focus on the relatively unexplored whole-brain
(neural systems) processes and circuits that may protect or
buffer individual development in the face of subtle wide-
spread impairments in neural processing that would other-
wise threaten typical ontogenetic adaptation.
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In focusing on the active mechanisms of brain adjustment
in response to nonoptimal early functioning, the hypothesis
arises that the symptoms characteristic of some develop-
mental disorders in midchildhood may be the result of these
developmental self-organizing processes, rather than the
proximal manifestation of concurrent brain deficits, in a sim-
ilar way in which the increase in skin temperature accompa-
nying viral infections is not a direct consequence of the vir-
us’s presence in the organism but an adaptive response
leading to its removal. Focusing on the particular case, we
propose that when studying the brain basis of autism in
adults, we might in effect be witnessing the end result of a nat-
ural alternative trajectory of human brain development. In pri-
marily focusing on brain systems, we do not intend to under-
play the importance of genetic or environmental factors and
the need for a multilevel approach (Cicchetti & Curtis,
2007), but merely to place the brain firmly on center stage
as the primary organ within which genes and environment in-
teract to ensure optimal functioning of the organism.
Brain Development as a Self-Organizing System
In many simpler organisms development proceeds through
cell lineages that are largely independent of each other, a pro-
cess described as “mosaic” (Elman, 1998). In mosaic devel-
opment, a cell’s developmental lineage is largely unin-
fluenced by its immediate biochemical environment or by
neighboring cells. In contrast, vertebrate brain development
is better characterized as a “regulatory” developmental pro-
cess in which the division of cells to yield more specialized
descendants is dependent on transient changes in their envi-
ronment (i.e., signals) and on interactions with other cells
of similar or dissimilar types. These contrasting develop-
mental mechanisms at the cellular level also apply to the
development of regions of the brain in humans. For example,
while functional imaging studies in human adults were
previously dominated by the search for the specific cortical
modules as the home for particular perceptual, cognitive, or
linguistic functions, over the past decade the view has
emerged that the response properties of a particular brain re-
gion are largely determined by its patterns of connectivity to
other regions and their current activity states (Friston & Price,
2001). These and other considerations have led to a domain-
general framework for studying human functional brain de-
velopment (interactive specialization) based on the assump-
tion that interactions between brain regions are critical for
the development of each one and that networks of regions
give rise to emerging functions as a coherent whole (Johnson,
2001, 2011a).
In addition to considering the typical and atypical devel-
opment of the brain in terms of a whole system, and not as
fragmentary parts, brain development is a buffered self-orga-
nizing process that leads to an increase in specialization,
alongside a corresponding reduction in plasticity (sometimes
termed “restriction of fate”). In other words, as development
unfolds, increasingly more complex and specialized types of
cellular and multicellular structures emerge. In the typical de-
velopmental pathway of the human brain, plasticity is reduced
and specialization constructed in a way that maximizes the
match between the end state behavioral phenotype and our
typical social and physical environment. This process is buf-
fered or canalized such that minor perturbations are compen-
sated for. At the genetic and molecular level, we are only just
beginning to understand these processes that ensure stabiliza-
tion. For example, while there are complex dynamics of gene
expression derived from developing and adult postmortem
human brains with 90% of the brain-related genes being dif-
ferentially regulated across either different brain regions or
points in developmental time, the vast majority of this differ-
ential expression occurs during prenatal development, with
patterns of expression tending to become more fixed with in-
creasing age (Kang et al., 2011). Underlying this increasing
consistency of gene expression, networks of genes that ensure
adherence to the typical developmental pathway through pos-
itive and negative feedback processes are being described
(e.g., in the fruit fly; Gavin-Smyth, Wang, Butler, & Fergu-
son, 2013). Neural system-level factors, which ensure stabil-
ity of the typical trajectory, are the topic of later sections.
Neural Systems Mechanisms of Ontogenetic
Adaptation
Before moving on to discussing possible neural adaptation
mechanisms, some clarification is needed with respect to
the use of the term adaptation. When used in the context of
evolution and selection, adaptation implies increased fitness,
manifested as increased survival rate or reproductive success.
This view was also taken with respect to resilience in the face
of environmental disruptions (e.g., adaptive changes to a dis-
ruptive emotional environment, in the case of maltreated chil-
dren, protects them from developing psychiatric conditions
later in life). However, adaptation will not necessarily pro-
duce a “typical” or apparently advantageous phenotype for
every individual. For example, ontogenetic adaptation pro-
cesses chiefly operate early in development, and thus changes
in the experienced environment over time can result in later
deleterious environment–phenotype mismatches. A classic
example is that of fetal malnutrition, thought to trigger the de-
velopment of metabolic processes designed to retain and store
insulin and fatty acids (Barker, 1994). When the individual
encounters plentiful food later in life, individuals are at in-
creased risk for health problems that are not seen if the post-
natal environment continues to lack resources (Stanner &
Yudkin, 2001). Another example is that of “plasticity” genes
like the seven-repeat allele of dopamine receptor D4 (DRD4),
which predict greater sociability for children who experience
positive parenting, but less sociability for those with unu-
sually bad experiences early in life (Knafo, Israel, & Ebstein,
2011). Provided an individual’s environment is constant
(good or bad), the adaptive mechanism will be useful and
maintained in the population. Further, neural adaptation is
likely to engage processes of homeostasis (the maintaining
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of stability) at multiple levels, from gene expression, to mo-
lecular and cellular, and whole system (multicellular) dynam-
ics, including vascular and energetic constraints. In sum,
adaptive changes will not necessarily produce behaviors or
neural functioning that is “typical”; rather they should pro-
duce behaviors and neural functioning that is optimized for
that individual’s early experience of the environment.
While mechanisms of canalization and plasticity of the de-
veloping brain can be studied at different levels from genetic,
to molecular, to cellular, to multicellular, we focus on this latter
level in which the large networks of billions of neurons show
coherent activity, which in turn supports the perceptual and
cognitive functions that can go awry in common developmental
disorders. Two reasons for focusing on this level of description
of the nervous system are as follows: to fully understand pro-
cesses of ontogenetic adaptation, we need to consider the whole
brain, where evidence suggests that some neural systems and re-
gions can compensate for poor functioning in others; and com-
mon developmental disorders are associated with widespread
changes in the functioning of large-scale neural networks,
although these will have multiple underlying molecular and
cellular correlates (Johnson, in press).
Four types of whole-brain adaptation merit discussion.
First, redundancy is the existence of duplicated functions or
neural systems that can compensate for the loss of another un-
der most circumstances. Second, reorganization is the reallo-
cation of functions to regions or networks as orchestrated by
critical hubs. Third, niche construction involves changes of
neural pathways responsible for selecting the appropriate in-
formation from the environment, in accord with not only what
an organism needs but also what it can best process. Fourth,
timing of developmental trajectories compensates for poor
sampling of information from the early environment.
Redundancy
It is a feature of higher vertebrate brains that there are often
multiple neural pathways that can support a given behavior,
and thus some in-built redundancy. For example, there are
four partially independent neural pathways known to control
saccades in primates (Johnson, 1990). These pathways may
even compete for control over the same behavioral output
(such as simple saccades) in different contexts. Damage to
one pathway may result in no apparent change to behavior,
except when tested under unusual conditions created in the
laboratory. It is possible that this duplication of functionality
reflects our evolutionary history, in which adaptive responses
were required even when these brains were more primitive in
their construction in our evolutionary ancestors. Further, to a
limited extent, ontogeny may recapitulate phylogeny with in-
creasingly complex and flexible neural pathways being added
to more inflexible automatic routes during individual devel-
opment (e.g., Johnson 1990).
Following an established computational principle, it
seems likely that new brain systems evolve to be complemen-
tary to, rather than wholly duplicative of, existing systems
(McClelland, McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1995). This raises
the seeming paradox of why apparently duplicative pathways
should exist in the human brain. Part of the answer to this
question may lie in the fact that the brain has not evolved
with additions of newly intact functional systems, but rather
with differential increases in the volume of whole structures,
such as the cerebral cortex (e.g., Finlay & Darlington, 1995).
As new tissue becomes available, gene duplication increases
the number of pathways necessary to connect larger amounts
of brain volume. However, and in partial agreement with
McClelland et al. (1995), duplication was often accompanied
by subsequent variation leading to similar but not identical
neural pathways (while one gene/pathway continued to func-
tion as before, the others were free to adopt new functions or
respond to different contexts; Finlay et al., 2006). Various
combinations of these duplicated systems may in addition of-
fer more optimally adaptive responses in a wider variety of
different contexts and task demands.
The above points are well illustrated in the example of face
processing. In addition to a putative subcortical route (John-
son, 2005), there are a number of different regions in the hu-
man cerebral cortex known to be involved in the processing of
faces (“core face network”), and there are other regions that
are more occasionally involved depending on the context
(“extended face network”; Haxby, Hoffman, & Ida Gobbini,
2000). Some of these regions may be more focused on the
configural processing of faces (i.e., processing the relation-
ships between facial features), while others are more engaged
by featural processing (Cohen Kadosh, Henson, Cohen Ka-
dosh, Johnson, & Dick, 2010). In neurotypical adults, the pat-
terns of connectivity and activation of these regions depends
not only on the presence of faces in the visual field but also on
the specific task the participant is engaged in (e.g., identity
recognition, gaze direction, or emotional expression; Co-
hen-Kadosh et al., 2010). For some tasks, a configural pro-
cessing approach is superior, while for other tasks, a featural
analysis of the face may yield more relevant information.
In studying this flexibility of processing, it is evident that
successful performance in many face judgment tasks could be
achieved in different ways through different routes of cortical
processing (redundancy). We know this is the case because
general face processing strategies, and the associated patterns
of cortical activation, can vary between “neurotypical” adults
from different genders or cultures (Chiao & Ambady, 2007;
Li, Yang, Scherf, & Li, 2013). To understand the potential
relevance to developmental disorders, it is worth considering
this flexibility of allocation of neural resources in typical de-
velopment. Cohen-Kadosh et al. (2010) conducted a func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study with an
identical series of face-processing tasks on several different
age groups. While regions of the core face network responded
to faces from the youngest ages tested, the authors did not ob-
serve the task-specific variations in activation seen in adults.
In other words, the same cortical network was applied in chil-
dren regardless of the specific task demands, indicating less
flexibility in the processing of faces. It is interesting that
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this lack of task-specific modulation only affected levels of
accuracy in some tasks and not others (in this case, while
gaze judgments were poorer in children, emotion and identity
recognition tasks were not). Thus, in less challenging tasks,
success can be achieved with different patterns of neural ac-
tivation, a point that has relevance to developmental psycho-
pathology (Karmiloff-Smith et al., 2004; Karmiloff-Smith,
Casey, Massand, Tomalksi, & Thomas, 2014).
Reorganization
It is a fundamental feature of vertebrate brains that they are or-
ganized in a hierarchical manner, with some regions or sys-
tems exerting modulatory control over others. For example,
in saccadic control, a cortical frontal eye field route regulates
tonic inhibition of subcortical routes (Schiller, 1985). During
human postnatal development, evidence suggests that the
brain becomes increasingly hierarchical in its organization
(Supekar et al., 2013), though even at birth certain cortical
“hub” regions may regulate the activity of other pathways
or establish oscillatory activity at specific frequencies (Doria
et al., 2010). Reorganization of whole-brain functioning in
typical development may occur when new levels of hierarchi-
cal control are established. These natural processes of reorga-
nization are also opportunities for the brain to flexibly adapt
to minor deviations from the typical intrinsic functioning of
regions, or to unusual environments.
At the most basic level of vertebrate brain design, the ce-
rebral cortex exerts a large degree of modulatory control over
the more evolutionarily ancient subcortical structures. To a
large extent, the cerebral cortex is the primary organ in which
genetics and experience combine to result in maximally adap-
tive behavior. The cortex has even been described as nature’s
way of escaping genetics. At least within the mammalian line
of evolution, there is increasing specialization of regions
within the cerebral cortex and clear evidence of a hierarchical
organization, although some of these emerge during postnatal
development.
From fMRI resting-state analyses and stimulus-activation
studies one of the first active hub regions in the human brain
is the prefrontal cortex (PFC; Fransson, A˚den, Blennow, &
Lgercrantz, 2011). The traditional view of the development
of the PFC is that it is the slowest developing region of the hu-
man brain, and therefore it was assumed to be the last to “ma-
ture.” In typical human development, the PFC shows pro-
longed anatomical development, such as changes in gray
matter volume, white matter volume, and cortical thickness
throughout childhood and into the teenage years (Gogtay
et al., 2004). However, while the structural development of
the PFC continues late into postnatal life, there is increasing
evidence that it can be functionally activated and is involved
in constructing and regulating behavioral responses during
early infancy (Grossmann, 2013).
In terms of influencing behavior, the PFC is commonly as-
sociated with “executive functions” (Alvarez & Emory,
2006). As the name implies, this collection of cognitive and
behavioral traits is characterized by a brain region that has a
controlling influence over other regions, such as inhibition,
forward planning, and adapting online to current task de-
mands. While this association between structure and function
is widely accepted, the potential role of the PFC in organizing
other cortical regions during the course of development re-
mains more speculative. Nevertheless, over the past 20 years,
this idea has recurred in the literature (Johnson, 2011a;
Thatcher, 1992), raising the further questions of why the
PFC is uniquely placed to orchestrate other cortical regions,
how it influences these regions, and what role it plays in on-
togenetic adaptation?
We start with the first of these questions: why is the PFC
uniquely placed to influence other brain regions? There are
two reasons why this is the case. The first reason has to do
with the PFC initially developing independently of sensory
input, and the second reason has to do with its role as a major
hub of brain connectivity. While the genetic, molecular, cel-
lular, and computational processes that underlie the parcella-
tion of the cerebral cortex into structural and functional areas
remains a topic of active research, an important and hitherto
neglected factor may be differences in the timing of neurode-
velopmental events between areas of cortical tissue (Cahalane
et al., 2011). During prenatal development, projections from
the thalamus enter the developing cortex to “capture” their
target cortical areas, with perhaps the clearest example in pri-
mates being the lateral geniculate nucleus inputs into the pri-
mary visual cortex. The sensory input or motor output via the
thalamus entrains the still developing cortical neuronal mor-
phology and connectivity in order to fine-tune it for process-
ing specific kinds of information (Cahalane et al., 2011; Sur
& Leamey, 2001). It is no surprise, therefore, that in mam-
mals primary sensory thalamic afferents always innervate
the cortex first to form primary sensory areas of cortex.
Less obvious is that this approximately posterior to anterior
innervation by thalamic afferents runs counter to the timeta-
ble of development of the cortical neurons themselves, as cor-
tical neurogenesis proceeds in a rostro-caudal progression
with frontal areas of cortex being differentiated before more
posterior regions (Cahalane et al., 2011). In other words,
there are diametrically opposed gradients of development
across the cortex that ensures that while the differentiation
in some (more posterior) regions is heavily dominated by sen-
sory and motor input, the differentiation of more anterior re-
gions is not so constrained. In these anterior areas, the early
morphological development of neurons and their connectiv-
ity will be more shaped by their intrinsic (spontaneous)
activity and patterns of interconnectivity with other cortical
areas. This happy accident of developmental timing may re-
sult in an anterior portion of the cortex that is detached
from being directly constrained by sensory input, and there-
fore it becomes generally biased to processing information
that needs to be integrated across other regions. This develop-
mental decalage has another effect, that of protecting the PFC
from abnormal input that shapes the function of earlier
sensory areas.
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How does the PFC come to orchestrate other brain re-
gions? One idea comes from computational modeling of effi-
cient knowledge-gathering neural network systems. A type of
computer model known as knowledge-based cascade correla-
tion (Shultz, Rivest, Egri, Thivierge, & Dandurand, 2007) in-
volves an algorithm and architecture in which one component
recruits other previously trained functional networks as units
when required to enhance more complex types of learning.
Put simply, this kind of network can learn many tasks faster,
or learn tasks that other networks cannot, because it can re-
cruit the “knowledge” and computational ability of other
self-contained networks when they are needed. Essentially,
a hub learns to select appropriately from a library of available
computational regions to orchestrate the best combination for
the learning problem at hand. While this class of model is not
specifically intended to be a detailed model of brain circuits,
it has been used to characterize the PFC (Thivierge, Titone, &
Schultz, 2005) and may help explain the emerging interac-
tions between the PFC and other regions of the cortex, in par-
ticular those that have been captured by sensory or motor in-
puts. This type of computational model also offers a natural
explanation for why the PFC is active during the acquisition
of a new skill in adults, but once the new skill is acquired
(with the appropriate combination of other posterior regions
already selected), its level of activity decreases. Similar trends
can be seen in development, in which a general migration of
activity during childhood from anterior to posterior regions is
observed for some networks (Johnson et al., 2005).
The independent development of the PFC and sensory
areas is also in line with a “small-world” architecture being
functionally optimal early in development. Embedded topol-
ogy of brain networks emerges from two competing factors: a
distance penalty based on the cost of maintaining long-range
connections and a topological term that favors links between
regions sharing similar input (Bullmore & Sporns, 2012). For
example, in response to brain growth (phylogenetically and
ontogenetically), which means signals need to travel further
and more cortex needs to be connected, a hierarchical struc-
ture has evolved, where information is locally processed by
a small network of related areas and then transmitted through
hubs to remote areas (Bullmore & Sporns, 2012). Even within
a species, a relationship exists between neuronal path lengths
and brain function, as measured by IQ, for example (van den
Heuvel, Stam, Kahn, & Hulshoff, 2009). Wiring optimization
principles drive changes in network structure during develop-
ment as well. As the brain grows and expanding myelination
allows for faster information transmission (Menon, 2013), a
“small-world” architecture, in which major cortical hubs are
confined to primary sensory and motor areas, gives way to
longer distance connectivity between a few major hubs (Su-
pekar et al., 2013).
In sum, we have argued that the increasingly hierarchical
structure of the brain during ontogeny offers opportunities
for reorganization, some of which may occur naturally during
the course of typical brain development. We highlighted the
role of the PFC in this capacity for reorganization, to the ex-
tent that it may organize or initiate differential organization of
function to compensate for atypical functioning in other brain
regions. In addition, adaptive adjustments to patterns of com-
munication between brain regions may be reflected in
changes in connectivity.
Niche construction
A new approach within evolutionary theory is niche construc-
tion. This approach emphasizes how many different species
actively construct the environment that best suits their evolu-
tionary adaptation (Laland, Odling-Smee, & Feldman, 2000).
For example, beavers construct dams that not only create
suitable homes but also result in deep lagoons that encourage
proliferation of a whole new ecosystem, including creating a
suitable habitat for prey species of fish and amphibians. Of
course, humans are niche constructors par excellence (Laland
et al., 2000). However, of relevance to the current issues, it
has been suggested that the concept of niche construction
(phylogenetic adaptation) could be usefully applied to onto-
genetic adaptation (Flynn, Laland, Kendal, & Kendal, 2013;
Frankenhuis, Panchanathan, & Clark Barrett, 2013), an idea
that clearly echoes older theorizing in child development
(Scarr, 1992; Vygotsky, 1991). This perspective places em-
phasis on individual differences, and specifically how the
child’s active construction of his or her own environment is
influenced by the child’s temperament and developing per-
sonality. Niche construction has a complex developmental
trajectory; in infancy and early childhood, the development
of adaptive skills increases the individual’s capacity for niche
construction, as children acquire the tools to seek out their
chosen experiences. However, there is also likely increasing
canalization of niche selection with age as the range of paths
open to a child becomes increasingly constrained. Studying
developmental trajectories of behaviors associated with niche
construction is thus critical to understanding its role in adap-
tive responses.
What is the relevance of these ideas for developmental
psychopathology? To the extent that individuals contribute
to their own niche during development, brain circuits that
are important for exploring new niches and manipulating
the environment to best suit their current cognitive skills
will be those that most critically determine the ability to
adapt in ontogeny. Damage or inefficiency in these particular
brain systems will decrease the ability to regulate and select
appropriate environmental input that best matches the capac-
ity of the brain in question. In contrast, intact information-se-
lection systems in the face of damage elsewhere in the brain
could result in appropriate ontogenetic adaptive changes to
the environment the child selects. As discussed earlier, we re-
fer to maximizing the potential fit between an individual
brain and its current capacities, and components of the envi-
ronment in which it exists. The form that this adaptation takes
may not match in nature or scope that seen as a result of the
neurotypical trajectory. For example, diffuse damage that dif-
ferentially affects “social brain” structures may lead to the
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other brain circuits adapting to these circumstances by
withdrawing from the social world and directing attention in-
stead to restricted and comprehensible aspects of the physical
environment.
The primary brain circuits for exploring and selecting from
the environment are those associated with controlling atten-
tion, orienting, and exploration. The human brain has several
such systems that are dedicated to orienting the senses toward
stimuli of interest, maintaining fixation and attention on se-
lected targets, and regulating the overall states of arousal
that determine the mode of information gathering (Gottlieb,
Oudeyer, Lopes, & Baranes, 2013). As discussed earlier,
while there is a certain degree of redundancy between these
systems, particular systems will become best suited to control
behavior in certain circumstances.
Later we speculate on the application of niche construction
theory to typical and atypical trajectories of human brain de-
velopment. A buffered self-organizing developmental system
such as the human brain is likely to select aspects of the ex-
ternal environment that best suit its own particular processing
capacities (Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012; Rovee-Collier &
Cuevas, 2009). This could drive a switch in the trajectory of
development as increasingly atypical aspects of the environ-
ment are selected for further processing in brains that may
have difficulty processing common features of our species
niche.
Adjusting developmental rate
In the previous section, we discussed how developmental tra-
jectories could be changed by differential selection of aspects
of the environment to process and with which to interact.
However, it is also likely that the overall rate of brain devel-
opment in an individual can be adjusted in order to maximize
the chances of a fit with the external environment. As dis-
cussed earlier, while phylogenetic adaptation concerns the
evolution of species, ontogenetic adaptation refers to the de-
velopment of specific individuals. However, it is important to
remember that the timings of developmental trajectories are
themselves selected for during evolution. Selection of par-
ticular developmental trajectories is often argued to be the
primary mechanism for the evolution of brain and behavior
(Finlay & Darlington, 1995; Frankenhuis et al., 2013).
More precisely, “[N]atural selection favors developmental
systems that tend to construct adult phenotypes that are suc-
cessful, relative to other variants, at surviving and reprodu-
cing” (Frankenhuis et al., 2013, p. 586). Further, species in
which there are significant individual differences in develop-
mental trajectories will “hedge their bets” better in the face of
varying and unstable environments. Developmental trajecto-
ries that are successful in one environment may be less opti-
mal in another. Most flexible of all are species that have
delayed an aspect of their development sufficiently for indi-
viduals to be able to sample the early environment, learn its
characteristics, and then adjust their future trajectory accord-
ingly (see Frankenhuis et al., 2013, for discussion). What are
the implications of these considerations for typical and atyp-
ical human brain development?
Primates generally have a much more prolonged timetable
for their brain development than do other mammals, suggest-
ing that delayed brain development is important for these spe-
cies. However, we Homo sapiens have taken this to extremis,
with our postnatal cortical development extending roughly
four times longer than other primates. Finlay and Darlington
(1995) have compared measurements of neuroanatomical de-
velopmental landmarks among more than one hundred mam-
malian species and concluded that the order of landmarks of
brain development is greatly conserved across a wide range of
species. Further, they noticed that, controlling for overall
brain and body size, the time course of these landmarks
was related to the relative size of structures of the brain in a
systematic way. Specifically, disproportionately large growth
occurs in the late-generated structures such as the neocortex
when the overall timetable is slowed. By their analysis, the
structure most likely to differ in size in the relatively slowed
neurogenesis of primates is the neocortex. As a next step,
the model has been extended to human prenatal development
(Clancy, Darlington, & Finlay, 2000). The model predicts
that the more delayed the general time course of brain devel-
opment in a species, the larger the relative volume of the later
developing structures (such as the cerebral cortex, and par-
ticularly the frontal cortex) will be. In accordance with this
general prediction, the slowed rate of development in humans
is associated with a relatively larger volume of cortex and an
especially large frontal cortex. Thus, it is likely that the in-
creased extent of the cortex in human brains, and particularly
the PFC, is a happy by-product of slowing down the overall
timetable of brain development. Additional benefits of the
typical trajectory of human brain development relate to the
fact that we are born with a very substantial amount of brain
development remaining (nearly two decades’ worth). This
bestows the benefit of substantial environmental influence
on brain structure and functional development, and more
particularly offers the chance for early sampling of the
environment to modulate the overall rate of subsequent
development.
From these and other observations, it is clear that a funda-
mental aspect of human evolution is a greatly slowed trajec-
tory of brain development that extends into two decades of
postnatal life. As a successful species, it is likely that there
is variation in the trajectory of overall timing of postnatal
brain development around an optimal rate for our current
most commonly experienced human environments, and hav-
ing the optimal rate of brain development will be beneficial in
the ideal environmental niche for our species. Initial lines of
evidence suggest this may be the case.
On consideration, it seems likely that three factors will de-
termine the trajectory of postnatal brain development: varia-
tion between individuals of our species (based on genetic var-
iants), adverse early environments that may delay or
accelerate the subsequent rates of development, and quality
of neural processing of the early environment that could
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have similar consequences to those induced by less predict-
able external environments.
Taking the first of these factors, very little is currently
known about how genetic variation influences overall rates
of brain development. A few genes have been identified
that modulate the rate of brain growth and whose mutation
leads to high functioning microcephaly (meaning that they
produce mild phenotypes and prolonged survival; Gilbert,
Dobyns, & Lahn, 2005). These genes have changed dramat-
ically during evolution and are believed to confer adaptive
advantages by allowing brain size to fit environmental
constraints. Based on theories of the evolution of de-
velopmental systems, it seems likely that our highly suc-
cessful species will contain considerable interindividual var-
iations in overall brain development timing that hedge the
necessary bets for the possible variations in the environments
we are likely to encounter. A speculation is that more extreme
variation (faster or slower), if not lethal, will confer vulner-
ability to disturbances of the typical developmental trajec-
tory.
Another potential source of variation in the later time
course of postnatal development is early sampling of the envi-
ronment. So-called dynamic optimization modeling of devel-
opmental trajectories seeks to link natural environments (evo-
lutionary ecologies), developmental systems, and end-state
phenotypic distributions (Frankenhuis & Panchanathan,
2011). One of the key findings from this work is that early sto-
chastic sampling of the environment can induce individual
differences in later developmental plasticity and timing. Indi-
vidual brains that are initially exposed to a highly predictable
early environment and are able to homogenously sample
environmental cues can come up with a reliable estimate
about their future environment, and therefore tend to special-
ize relatively early. Other individual brains that have an in-
consistent early environment, or who process their environ-
ment inconsistently, need to continue sampling their
environment by delaying plasticity for as long as possible.
As a result, some individual brains will continue sampling
their environment (prolonging plasticity), while others can
already specialize. Thus, interindividual variation in sensitiv-
ity to environmental information at specific points may be the
result of the consistency of early experience in a domain.
Autism as a Common Variant Developmental
Trajectory
In this part, we build on the discussion above, but focus on
one particular common developmental disorder: autism. It
has gradually become apparent that autism is characterized
not only by developmental delay but also by atypical devel-
opmental trajectories. Recent work has observed atypical tra-
jectories of development from infancy (e.g., Jones & Klin,
2013), and theoretical perspectives have suggested that au-
tism may be a disorder of sensitive periods (Kroon, Sierksma,
& Meredith, 2013; LeBlanc & Fagiolini, 2011; Meredith, Da-
witz, & Kramvis, 2012; Thomas, Knowland, & Karmiloff-
Smith, 2011). However, these hypothesized altered develop-
mental trajectories are rarely thought of as reflecting pro-
cesses of early compensation in response to an environment
that is processed with low fidelity due to increased or de-
creased levels of neural noise. For example, atypical trajecto-
ries of brain overgrowth have been widely noted in autism
(e.g., Courchesne et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2013); however,
few have considered that this might relate to the prediction
that a slowed trajectory of development (a common compen-
satory response to an inconsistent experience of the environ-
ment) will lead to increases in the volume of higher cortical
structures during both phylogeny and ontogeny (Clancy
et al., 2000). Specifically, we propose that in some cases
that lead to autism, synaptic dysfunction leads to the early
environment being sampled with poor fidelity, with a particu-
lar cost to the most dynamic and least easily predictable ele-
ments of the external environment. In many cases, these are
associated with the social world and the complex and
pseudo-predictable interactions with other humans. A mild
degree of noisy sampling may lead to prolonged plasticity
and delays in the subsequent steps of brain development
that may be specific to the most complex and dynamic aspects
of the early environment.
To demonstrate that key aspects of the autism phenotype
mainly reflect ontogenetic adaptation, we will initially dis-
cuss evidence for early disturbances in synaptic function
that would compromise early processing of the external envi-
ronment, and then discuss preliminary evidence for the
mechanisms of ontogenetic adaptation covered above that
we believe are at work in shaping the autism phenotype: re-
dundancy, reorganization, (differential) niche construction,
and adjustment of the developmental rate.
Synaptic function and autism
Like other common developmental disorders, autism is both
genetically highly heterogeneous and appears to induce
multiple and widespread differences across different brain re-
gions and systems. While hundreds of genes have been impli-
cated in autism, many of these are associated with activity-de-
pendent synaptic function (Ebert & Greenberg, 2013), such
as in regulating synapse morphology or levels of specific re-
ceptors or transmitters. Even in cases of monogenic causes of
autism, such as fragile X and tuberous sclerosis, knockout
mouse models subsequently show developmentally regulated
and widespread synaptic consequences (Kroon et al., 2013;
Yizhar et al., 2011). While we have good neuropsychological
models and scientific strategies for investigating discrete
damage to localized regions of the brain, our conceptual un-
derstanding of the effects of widespread and diffuse altera-
tions of synaptic function is very poor.
What neural effects would result from early dysfunctions
in the genetic pathways that have been identified with autism?
Rubenstein and Merzenich (2003) argued cogently that an
atypical balance of excitatory and inhibitory activity within
brain circuits may be a common consequence of “the co-in-
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heritance of multiple alleles that each contribute to weakening
a specific physiological process” (p. 263). In general, the bal-
ance of excitation to inhibition in the cortex is regulated by
activity levels of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons,
with around 80% of cortical neurons being excitatory (gluta-
matergic) pyramidal cells and most of the remainder being in-
hibitory (GABAergic) interneurons. Several of the mutations
linked most closely to autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
would likely influence the balance of glutamergic and GA-
BAergic synapses, leading to excitation/inhibition imbal-
ances in the mature brain (e.g., Chih, Engelman, & Scheiffele,
2005; Graf, Zhang, Jin, Linhoff, & Craig, 2004; Schroer et al.,
1998).
Although much work has focused on characterizing the
likely effects of synaptic dysfunction on the mature brain, re-
cent genetic evidence indicates that most genes associated
with autism have patterns of peak expression during very early
development. For example, Parikshak et al. (2013) observed
enrichment for inherited variants associated with autism in
networks of genes that start to be upregulated around Postcon-
ception Week 22 and are likely involved in synaptic develop-
ment, and for rare de novo variants in networks that act early in
fetal life (Weeks 8 to 22 postconception) and regulate tran-
scription during early neuronal fate determination, migration,
and cortical lamination. Further, Willsey et al. (2013) found
enrichment of ASD-associated genes in networks with peak
expression in the PFC and motor–somatosensory regions dur-
ing midfetal development (Postconception Weeks 10 to 19).
Thus, many genes implicated in risk for autism likely have
their most critical effects early in development.
Disruption to the GABAergic or glutamergic systems will
likely have different effects in early development than in the
mature brain. First, GABA has a largely excitatory function in
early postnatal development (Ben-Ari, 2002; Ben-Ari, Khali-
lov, Kahle, & Cherubini, 2012). There is an activity-depen-
dent shift to inhibition in early postnatal development that
drives the opening and closing of critical periods in sensory
cortices (Hensch, 2005; Hensch et al., 1998). Second, imbal-
ances in excitatory and inhibitory activity are likely to be sig-
nificantly moderated by homeostatic cell mechanisms that
maintain network stability in the mature brain (Turrigiano,
2011; Turrigiano & Nelson, 2004). However, the operation
of homeostatic mechanisms varies across development. For
example, in the visual cortex, homeostatic compensation
turns off at the opening of the critical period in cortical layers
that receive primary visual input (Desai, Cudmore, Nelson, &
Turrigiano, 2002; Maffei, Nataraj, Nelson, & Turrigiano,
2006; Maffei, Nelson, & Turrigiano, 2004), but turns on in
the layers that mediate lateral interactions between different
cortical regions (Goel & Lee, 2007; Maffei & Turrigiano,
2008). These complexities in developmental timing indicate
that deficits in inhibitory/excitatory balance will vary across
different periods of development. Third, evidence from
mouse models of neurodevelopmental disorders supports
the proposal that some synaptic phenotypes are transient in
nature (Kroon et al., 2013). For example, in fragile mental re-
tardation 1 ( fmr1) knockout mice, altered plasticity in the so-
matosensory cortex that is observed during the first postnatal
week has normalized by the third week (Harlow et al., 2010);
this may relate to peak expression of the fmr1 gene, which is
upregulated between Postnatal Days 4 and 14 (Hoerder-Sua-
bedissen et al., 2013). These earlier transitory atypicalities
may have knock-on effects on other aspects of development,
which live on as secondary consequences of the initial imbal-
ance. Thus, models of the role of disruptions to the GABAer-
gic and glutamergic systems in ASD must take a develop-
mental perspective.
While the consequences of major imbalances between ex-
citatory and inhibitory processes are understood (e.g., epi-
lepsy), the computational consequences of mild imbalances
or dysregulation in early development remain largely un-
known. One of the functions of intrinsic inhibitory processing
is to increase the signal to noise ratio by “cleaning up” spon-
taneous neural firing that is not directly linked to stimulus
presentation or ongoing processing (Toyoizumi et al.,
2013). However, on the flip side, certain levels of background
“neural noise” may be critical to the development and special-
ization of cortical regions. Appropriate levels of noise can
ensure that neural networks adaptively settle to appropriate
configurations for the data processed, because it ensures
that the network is not captured by local minima (Davis &
Plaisted-Grant, in press). However, excessive noise can also
mask the appropriate signal, resulting in delayed opening of
critical periods (Toyoizumi et al., 2013), delayed specializa-
tion of neural networks (Rubenstein & Merzenich, 2003),
and changes in brainwide connectivity (Eichler & Meyer,
2008).
Any successful account of the “final common pathway”
for autism will have to account for why multiple different ge-
netic, molecular, and neural factors can cause the same syn-
drome (a phenomenon known as “equifinality”). There is
now emerging evidence that different genetic pathways might
converge on a small number of processes involved in synaptic
function and structure (Voineagu et al., 2011). One further
contribution to resolving this paradox is if these multiple dif-
ferent synaptic dysfunctions all activate common processes of
ontogenetic adaptation during human brain development
(e.g., redundancy, reorganization, niche construction and
changes in developmental timing). From this perspective,
the continuity of the syndrome comes from the brain’s typical
responses to early widespread synaptic differences, and the
syndrome itself is defined and characterized by this adaptive
response (as opposed to an ongoing neural deficit). Here, we
discuss evidence for the operation of the adaptive processes
discussed in the Neural Systems Mechanisms of Ontogenetic
Adaptation section in ASD, and their relation to poor fidelity
of processing of the early environment.
Redundancy
We discussed evidence for the existence of redundant
cortical systems in the primate brain in the Neural Systems
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Mechanisms of Ontogenetic Adaptation section. In ASD, al-
though early deficits in synaptic functioning are likely wide-
spread, spatiotemporal profiles of gene expression indicate
that some areas of the brain are likely more affected than oth-
ers (Voineagu et al., 2011). Thus, individuals may benefit
from using alternate systems to perform similar functions.
There are many examples of fMRI studies that report appar-
ently typical behavioral performance despite atypical patterns
of brain activation in individuals with ASD. For example,
Pierce, Mu¨ller, Ambrose, Allen, and Courchesne (2001)
tested face perception in adults with autism; despite normal
behavioral performance, unlike in neurotypical controls, no
activation was seen in the fusiform face area. Autistic adults
mainly activated visual areas or the frontal cortex, in an indi-
vidual specific manner, which suggests that adaptation can
lead to different solutions in different individuals. Further ex-
amples of atypical brain activations in autism abound. Wil-
liams et al. (2006) found typical performance on an imitation
task, but significantly different patterns of neural activity,
with reduced activity in areas associated with the mirror neu-
ron system in individuals with ASD. The common practice of
requiring that groups of participants show similar behavioral
performance in neuroimaging studies likely ensures that the
majority of group differences observed reflect adaptive use
of redundant neural systems. This practice also biases find-
ings toward high-functioning populations (able to follow in-
structions). It could be that the ability to switch over to alter-
native pathways is in itself a predictor of functional
development. The hypothesis has been made that the severity
of an initial brain insult determines when alternative pathways
are engaged. Smaller lesions may be insufficient to trigger
plasticity and therefore lead, paradoxically, to worse out-
comes (Dehaene-Lambertz, Herz-Pannier, & Dubois,
2006). A greater focus on identifying the systems that are sup-
porting typical behavioral performance in individuals with
ASD may be an important step toward developing training
programs to help individuals recruit compensatory networks
for more difficult tasks.
Reorganization
In in the Neural Systems Mechanisms of Ontogenetic Adap-
tation section, we outlined the role of the PFC in adaptive re-
cruitment of alternate brain regions. What role might the PFC
play in processes of ontogenetic adaptation in ASD? Autism
has been commonly associated with “deficits” in executive
functions (EF). While these deficits often co-occur with diag-
nostic symptoms, evidence indicates that they are dissociable
to at least some extent. Thus, Johnson (2012) argues that in-
stead of poor EF skills being part of a core cluster of symp-
toms of atypicality or impairment in some developmental dis-
orders, good EF skills actually allow the brain to better
reorganize in the face of atypical functioning in other regions
in individuals at genetic risk. According to this view, poor EF
skills are associated with some developmental disorders be-
cause these individual children at risk have less capacity to
adapt their neural processing in the face of other risk factors
early in life. In contrast, children born at risk with strong EF
skills have brains that are generally better able to reallocate
function from one neural system to another, and thus, on aver-
age, tend not to end up with a diagnosis. In other words, being
at the lower end of typical variation in EF skills early in life
may be considered to be an additional risk factor due to hav-
ing less capacity to adapt in response to other perturbations to
the typical developmental pathway.
Johnson’s (2012) argument is based on the findings that
while several developmental disorders have been character-
ized as including EF “deficits,” in at least some disorders,
these are partially dissociable from other symptoms. For ex-
ample, while ADHD was traditionally thought of as a disor-
der primarily affecting prefrontal–striatal systems, and thus
primarily affecting EF, it is now recognized to be a more
widespread deficit of which EF and the prefrontal systems
are only one feature (Castellanos & Proal, 2012). Similarly,
in autism, group differences on EF measures (compared to
non-ASD mental age-matched controls) do not imply that
all individuals with ASD have EF problems, particularly
when considering the milder variants of the condition
(Losh et al., 2009; Yerys et al., 2009). Thus, at least for autism
and ADHD, poor performance on EF tasks is associated at a
group level but may not be a critical core feature of the con-
dition.
Johnson (2012) also points to new evidence that strong EF
skills are a protective factor in those born at risk of later
emerging developmental disorders because structural and
functional MRI studies reveal glimpses of the processes of
brain adaptation that may result in typical outcomes from
some children born at risk. For example, Pelphrey et al.
(2003, cited in Kaiser et al., 2010) studied patterns of brain
activation in children with autism, unaffected siblings of chil-
dren with autism, and controls, using fMRI while they viewed
videos of biological motion. Unaffected siblings of children
with autism had some patterns of activation in common
with those with autism, but not with controls. The authors ar-
gued that this “trait” activity is consistent with a “neuroendo-
phenotype” that extends to unaffected family members and
raises the possibility that unaffected siblings actively over-
come this atypicality in some way. Consistent with this
view was the existence of “compensatory activity” patterns
of activation, mainly in the superior temporal sulcus and in
the PFC, which were not evident in either those with autism
or the controls. Thus, these activations had the hallmark of re-
gions whose additional activity allowed children potentially
at risk to achieve a typical outcome.
In addition to Johnson (2012), other authors have pre-
viously proposed a role for the PFC in compensating for
the core deficits in other brain systems that may underlie
ADHD (Fassbender & Schweitzer, 2006; Halperin & Schulz,
2006). For example, Fassbender and Schweitzer (2006) re-
viewed a number of neuroimaging studies consistent with
the idea that poor PFC (and anterior cingulate) function in
those diagnosed with ADHD reduces the individual’s ability
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to optimally recruit other brain systems as required for specific
cognitive tasks. In other words, while neurotypical individuals
(with good PFC function) can flexibly recruit different brain
systems and strategies as appropriate for a given task, those
with poor PFC functioning (associated with ADHD) are more
restricted and limited in their options for neural processing.
Another aspect of neural reorganization that may represent
an adaptive change in ASD is neural connectivity. Atypical
anatomical and functional connectivity has been identified
in many if not all developmental disorders (Menon, 2013).
In many cases, these have been described as causal pathways
to symptom manifestation (e.g., the decrease in long-distance
connectivity and autism; Geschwind & Levitt, 2007). Revers-
ing this causal relationship we suggest that in many develop-
mental disorders, altered connectivity may actually be a result
of brain reorganization to optimize functioning (Liston, Mal-
ter Cohen, Teslovich, Levenson, & Casey, 2011). This was
suggested in the case of Alzheimer disease, where the de-
crease in long-distance connectivity and the increase in clus-
tering augment the efficiency of a brain with low metabolism
(Bullmore & Sporns, 2012). Although for a long time autism
was associated with decreased connectivity, especially long-
distance connectivity (Geschwind & Levitt, 2007), recent
years have painted a more mixed picture of both decreased
and increased connectivity, varying depending on which
pathways were the focus of analysis or on the age of the par-
ticipants (Uddin, Supekar, & Menon, 2013; Vissers, Cohen,
& Geurts, 2012). Less is known about the very early develop-
ment of connectivity. However, when structural connectivity
was assessed in 6-month-old infants at risk for autism who
developed symptoms of this disorder (Wolff et al., 2012),
the main finding was of increased connectivity in projection
pathways, that is, those pathways connecting frontal and pa-
rietal areas with the posterior cortex. By 24 months, though,
connectivity levels had decreased below those of controls,
which is consistent with adult findings.
There is mounting evidence that connectivity changes
could occur as a result of an initial disturbance to excita-
tion/inhibition (E/I) balance (Eichler & Meyer, 2008). This
evidence comes predominantly from work with animal mod-
els. For example, mice with a distal-less homeobox 1 (DLX1)
deletion restricted to forebrain GABAergic neurons experi-
ence aging-related loss of inhibitory interneurons in the cor-
tex and hippocampus during adulthood (Cobos et al., 2005).
The resulting reduction in inhibition leads to the withdrawal
of glutamate receptors from excitatory neurons in order to
maintain homeostatic balance (Howard, Rubenstein, & Bara-
ban, 2013). As a result, these mice show reduced functional
connectivity in the auditory cortex (Seybold et al., 2012),
which may relate to recent findings of underconnectivity be-
tween language areas in children with autism (Dinstein et al.,
2011). Seybold et al. noted that when faced with overactivity,
“the nervous system may sacrifice connectivity and computa-
tional power for stability” (p. 1223).
Few human studies have attempted to link E/I imbalance
and connectivity. One such recent comprehensive study of
brainwide connectivity found that hyperconnectivity, in indi-
viduals with autism, was correlated with fluctuations in re-
sponse amplitude (Supekar et al., 2013), which can be a con-
sequence of networks striving to restore E/I imbalance.
Network homeostasis can also help understand apparent con-
tradictory connectivity findings because both decreased and
increased connectivity can be a response to E/I imbalance.
Noise increases in an additive way with every synaptic
contact the information needs to cross. Averaging of input
(increased local connectivity) and decreasing the number of
relay synaptic connections (decreased long-distance connec-
tivity) both result in decreasing noise levels (Faisal, Selen,
& Wolpert, 2008). Decreased long-distance connectivity
may also be adaptive because it allows for local hubs to
deal with E/I imbalance independent of each other. Because
subsequent stages of processing cannot extract more noise
than is present at earlier stages (data-processing inequality
problem), organisms pay a high metabolic and structural price
at the first stage of processing in order to decrease noise (Fai-
sal et al., 2008). It is thus possible that, developmentally, an
increase in local connectivity precedes a decrease (or slower
development of) long-distance connectivity.
Adjusting developmental trajectories
Neural “noise,” originating either in the neurons themselves
or as a result of noisy environments, can also have a bearing
on the course of developmental events. Experiments on the
sensitive period for establishing maps of sound frequencies
(tonotopic maps) in the primary auditory cortex of rat pups
have shown that while temporally modulated noise can de-
grade the tonotopic map and prematurely close the sensitive
period (Zhang, Bao, & Merzenich, 2002), exposure to contin-
uous and unmodulated noise similarly disrupts the formation
of the tonotopic map but actually prolongs the sensitive pe-
riod (Chang & Merzenich, 2003). Under both sets of circum-
stances, however, the auditory cortex comes out of the sensi-
tive period in an undifferentiated and unstable state
(Rubenstein & Merzenich, 2003). The cases where sensitive
periods are prolonged in the absence of the relevant input
abound (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999; Katz & Shatz, 1996). Never-
theless, the above conclusion should not be thought of purely
in terms of externally induced noise. If a newborn has a brain
that is differentially noisy or inefficient, then his or her pro-
cessing of the early environment may consequently be less
consistent and reliable than is typical. The processes of adap-
tation of timing of brain development discussed above may
then kick in, prolonging the plasticity of cortical circuits be-
yond their typical timetable.
Specifically, in some cases that lead to autism, the early
environment may be sampled with poor fidelity, with a par-
ticular cost to the most dynamic and least easily predictable
elements of the external environment. In many cases, these
are associated with the social world and the complex and
pseudo-predictable interactions with other humans. A mild
degree of noisy sampling may lead to prolonged plasticity
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and delays in the subsequent steps of brain development that
may be specific to the most complex aspects of the early envi-
ronment. These risks will obviously be increased in poor-
quality early environments, and possibly also in individuals
with genetic variants that bias them to a relatively fast or
slow trajectory of brain growth. It is interesting that the timing
of individual differences in plasticity is likely to be more af-
fected by moderately uncertain environments than in highly
predictable or highly unpredictable environments, because
individual differences in cue sampling can have a greater im-
pact on conclusions drawn about environmental variables
(Frankenhuis & Panchanathan, 2011). Thus, increasing the
predictability of the environment may partially offset the ef-
fects of inconsistent sampling for individuals with ASD. Fur-
ther, individuals with ASD may do this themselves, by orient-
ing to more predictable events (see the next section).
Moreover, behavioral interventions that increase the clarity
and predictability of social interaction and learning episodes
can improve developmental trajectories for children with
ASD (Dawson et al., 2012).
Niche construction
Niche construction is the process by which individuals con-
struct an environment that suits their processing style. We hy-
pothesize that apparent differences in attentional style in
some developmental disorders could reflect the adaptive strat-
egies of the brain, given the limitations and capacities of its
processing, as opposed to inferring localizable damage to at-
tention systems in the brain. Poor-quality synaptic processing
will mean sparser and less reliable sampling of information
from the environment. We propose that the attentional style
characteristic of autism (i.e., overly focal, biased to simple re-
petitive events, and highly alert) is the result of an atypical
brain adapting to the pace and quantity of information flow.
Poor signal to noise ratio within each sensory modality may
result in poor cross-modal integration, which could lead to
greater interference and thus worse performance from using
one modality alone. Thus, an overly focal style of attention
(characteristic of autism) could reflect parallel processing
limits that mean it is beneficial to restrict sensory input to a
single channel or area of external space. A second example
is selecting for attention and processing elements of the envi-
ronment that are more temporally predictable and that could
better suit a brain with unusual signal to noise ratios. A pre-
ference for intermediary levels of predictability in sensory
stimuli has been documented in infants as young as 8 months
of age (Kidd et al., 2012) and is believed to reflect a bias to
attend to learnable information (as compared to highly unpre-
dictable sequences). Learning highly complex social rules
(e.g., We take our shoes off when entering a house unless
it’s a public venue) requires frequently sampling world events
to compute their probabilities and dependencies. Variability
in sampling (e.g., due to poor signal to noise ratio) possibly
affects the learning of higher complexity rules more than it
would affect simple rules. Learnability is therefore shifted to-
ward simpler structures, which often tend to be repetitive, me-
chanical, self-controlled stimulation, to the detriment of typ-
ical social interaction.
Because tools available for niche construction (such as
motor skills, control of action, and independence) develop
gradually, behavioral patterns that reflect niche construction
would be expected to emerge over early development. Pro-
spective studies of infants with later autism have revealed re-
markably normal patterns of social orienting and engagement
in the first months of life (for review, see Jones, Gliga, Bed-
ford, Charman, & Johnson, 2013). However, the infancy pe-
riod is characterized by a gradual withdrawal from social in-
teraction, such that by age 2 to 3 years, toddlers with ASD are
significantly less likely to seek social contact (Jones & Klin,
2013; Ozonoff et al., 2010). Seeking refuge in the more pre-
dictable nonsocial world and withdrawing from the less pre-
dictable and multisensory social world may thus represent an
adaptive response to difficulties in processing more complex
inputs.
Predictions
The hypothesis presented here goes beyond the idea that au-
tism can be caused by increased levels of noise due to an in-
creased ratio of neural excitation to inhibition (Rubenstein &
Merzenich, 2003) in several ways: (a) it also remains possible
that reductions in background neural noise, or other changes
in signal to noise ratio, could have similar computational con-
sequences; (b) disturbances of excitation/inhibition, or other
changes in synaptic efficiency, need only be transient in de-
velopment to change the subsequent developmental trajec-
tory; (c) the disturbance could be mild and widespread, and
not localized to particular circuits or regions, but still differ-
entially affect domains of processing that require rapid tem-
poral prediction, or that are dynamic and uncertain as op-
posed to repetitive and high contrast; and (d) the resulting
developmental trajectory will reflect the multiple processes
of ontogentic adaptation discussed earlier and result in a var-
iant of the typical trajectory. The perspective on the final
common pathway for autism outlined above yields a number
of predictions that can be assessed against currently available
data and suggests new lines of work that are hitherto unex-
plored.
Measures of altered signal processing.A number of recent re-
ports suggest increased intertrial variability in response to
sensory stimulation in adults diagnosed with autism (e.g.,
Dinstein et al., 2012; Milne, 2011). While these reports ap-
pear inconsistent with the hypothesis above, it is also worth
noting that decreases in the fidelity of processing could be
transient, but still be sufficient to induce deviation from the
typical developmental trajectory. Based on the literature on
developmental timing reviewed above, we predict that longi-
tudinal studies will reveal that the largest atypicalities in mea-
sures of neural signal processing quality will be apparent in
early postnatal development. Further, because core behaviors
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associated with ASD are proposed to represent adaptive re-
sponses to early disruptions in synaptic function that may
be later corrected (at least partially) by homeostatic mech-
anisms, neural noise in early development may be more
closely correlated with later phenotypic measures than with
measures of neural noise taken concurrently.
Improving signal to noise quality in adulthood will not ame-
liorate core symptoms of autism in some cases. One provoca-
tive implication of our proposal is that treatments targeted at
the synaptic dysfunction assumed to be the original neural
“cause” of autism may be ineffective at altering the core be-
havioral symptoms of autism in adulthood, because by that
point the alternative developmental trajectory has become
embedded. How can this be reconciled with reports of appar-
ent “rescuing” of mice with mutations in ASD-related genes?
Specifically, Michalon et al. (2012) found that mGluR5 inhi-
bition in fmr1 knockout mice (a model for fragile X syn-
drome) rescues learning and memory deficits, hyperreactivity
to sensory stimuli, elevated locomotor activity, and a range of
neural markers that include elevated sensitivity to epilepsy,
excessive protein synthesis, long-term depression, activity
of signaling pathways, and macro-orchidism. However, it is
important to note that this study did not include a control
group of the same age, because this would have told us if
the phenotype was reversed to the wild type phenotype.
One intriguing possibility is that the different aspects of the
fmr1 knockout mice phenotype that have been rescued are
a reflection of an ongoing neural deficit, while other aspects
(e.g., social and communication symptoms) are adaptive re-
sponses to earlier synaptic dysfunction, and therefore cannot
be rescued in adulthood. In contrast, the same treatments ap-
plied during infancy would be predicted to have strong effects
on core social and communication symptoms. It is interesting
that, although autism is highly comorbid with low IQ and the
two are inversely correlated, IQ and autism traits are substan-
tially genetically independent (e.g., Hoekstra, Happe´, Baron-
Cohen, & Ronald, 2010). We also need to consider that while
in humans cases of de novo mutations may be more likely to
lead to lifelong atypicality in synaptic function, risk factors
associated with extremes of typical genetic variation (and
thus, family risk) are more likely to involve transient distur-
bance or imbalance of synaptic function.
Delayed specialization of nexus regions. Delayed or atypical
specialization of function and associated microstructure can
occur as a result of a changed signal to noise ratio in cortical
circuits during development (Rubenstein & Merzenich,
2003). However, in addition to this, we predict that the de-
layed or atypical specialization will be specifically observed
for regions associated with complex, dynamic, and less pre-
dictable stimuli (features that typically characterize the social
world). A widely held view is that regions such as the fusi-
form face area and the temporal–parietal junction (TPJ) be-
come recruited into the cortical social brain network because
their patterns of primary inputs and outputs make them
suitable as a “nexus” region for integrating across sensory
channels with high temporal precision (Carter & Huettel,
2013; Johnson, 2011b). For example, Carter and Huettel
(2013) argue that the TPJ is frequently active in social cog-
nitive tasks because it is located at the anatomical conver-
gence of several different critical pathways of information
processing, and the overlap and integration of these different
streams leads to novel secondary computations, such as deci-
sion making within a social context. In this context, it is not
surprising that evidence shows that the TPJ is often differen-
tially impaired in adults diagnosed with ASD (Lombardo,
Chakrabarti, Bullmore, & Baron-Cohen, 2011). If a lack of
specialization of the TPJ is an early critical event on the
causal pathway resulting in ASD, this should be observed rel-
atively early in postnatal life. A recent report from a study of
infants at risk for later autism provides some evidence in sup-
port of this proposal (Lloyd-Fox et al., 2013). Lloyd-Fox et al.
showed diminished hemodynamic responses in temporal lobe
regions that are typically specialized for processing visual and
auditory social stimuli in 4- to 6-month-old infants at family
risk for later autism. Data suggested larger responses to non-
social stimuli in the same brain region in high-risk infants,
consistent with a lack of specialization of these regions of
the temporal lobe.
Delayed perceptual narrowing. The proposition that sensi-
tive/critical periods in infancy will be extended or delayed
yields other predictions. For example, between 6 and 12
months, typically developing infants show a declining ability
to distinguish phonemes from languages to which they are not
exposed; similar effects are seen for music and face process-
ing (for a review, see Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2009). De-
layed specialization would prolong this process of perceptual
narrowing, leading to the prediction that infants who go on to
be diagnosed with autism will show an enhanced ability to
discriminate faces, phonemes, and voices from unfamiliar
categories (e.g., nonnative speakers) in the second year of life
and delayed onset of other-race effects. It is interesting that
delayed perceptual narrowing has recently been observed in
premature infants (Jansson-Verkasalo et al., 2010), a group
who have a substantially higher risk of autism (Johnson
et al., 2010). Further, a key indicator of the sensitive period
for ocular dominance plasticity is the window within which
treatments for amblyopia are most effective. In typically de-
veloping individuals, effectiveness of treatment diminishes
after the age of 7 years, although there are substantial individ-
ual differences in response to treatment after that period
(Scheiman et al., 2008). Similarly, musical training leads to
an expanded auditory cortical representation, but only before
9 years of age (Pantev et al., 1998). If sensitive periods are
disrupted in individuals with autism, we would predict that
treatment efficacy for amblyopia may have a significantly
different time course. There is some evidence from animal
models of autism that this may be the case (for a review,
see LeBlanc & Fagiolini, 2011). Leaving sensitive periods
open for longer will also mean that correlations between brain
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measures and environmental factors will show different de-
velopmental profiles. For example, within a group of high-
risk infants, Baker, Messinger, Lyons, and Grantz (2010)
found that higher maternal sensitivity at 18 months predicted
language growth between 2 and 3 years of age for children
with emergent ASD only. Possibly, this relationship would
have been present earlier in typically developing children.
Hypothesis-driven tests of such relations will be an important
target for future work with high-risk infant populations.
Heritability of adaptive mechanisms and heritability of sy-
naptic atypicality are separable. Variation in adaptive
mechanisms is also heritable (Frankenhuis & Panchanathan,
2011). For example, the literature on differential susceptibil-
ity and biological susceptibility to context (e.g., Belsky &
Pluess, 2009; Boyce & Ellis, 2005) has examined the role
of genetic polymorphisms in response to environmental ad-
versity or advantage, revealing a number of genes that appear
to influence the degree to which an individual adapts to his or
her early environmental experiences. “Orchid” children, or
those who adapt readily, tend to show more differential out-
comes in favorable versus adverse environments than do
“dandelion” children, who appear to be less influenced by ex-
ternal conditions (Ellis & Boyce, 2008). For example, chil-
dren with the 7-repeat allele of the DRD4 dopamine gene
are the least social in the absence of positive parenting, but
they are the most social in the presence of positive parenting
(Knafo et al., 2011). Such differential susceptibility factors
possibly represent variation in adaptive tuning to early envi-
ronmental variables; it has been suggested that DRD4–7 rep-
resents a “plasticity” gene (Pluess & Belsky, 2009).
Plasticity genes are expected to also affect the develop-
ment of individuals growing up in a typical environment
but whose processing of the environment is atypical, as is
the case of children with ASD. Having the seven-repeat allele
of the DRD4 dopamine gene might lead, in these cases, to
greater behavioral symptoms of autism (adaptations). For ex-
ample, Reiersen and Todorov (2011) found that symptoms of
autism within individuals with ADHD are higher in those
with the seven-repeat DRD4 allele. Testing this hypothesis
within other populations with genetic risk factors for autism
is an important step for future work.
It is likely that each of the adaptive mechanisms we de-
scribed rely on different genetic factors. Thus, although all
the adaptive changes are expected to take place as a result of
a common trigger (i.e., the synaptic malfunction), individual
variability may result from allelic variation within genes in-
volved in neuronal homeostasis, sensory period timing, or
niche construction.
Limitations and Future Directions
Although we built the current proposal on the assumption that
ASD results from nonoptimal synaptic function, but intact
adaptive mechanisms (which leads to behavioral adaptations
that constitute part of the ASD symptomatology), it remains
possible that some degree of phenotypic variability within
individuals with ASD relates to the degree to which adapta-
tion mechanisms themselves are compromised by synaptic
malfunction. Other neurodevelopmental disorders appear to
be linked to deficits in the process of homeostasis itself.
For example, lack or loss of function mutations in the Rett
gene methyl CpG binding protein 2 (MeCP2) disrupt homeo-
static network plasticity in the developing cortex (Blackman,
Djukic, Nelson, & Turrigiano, 2012). Further, lack of fragile
X mental retardation protein (fMRP) disrupts a particular
type of homeostatic plasticity in developing hippocampal net-
works (Soden & Chen, 2010) and may also explain attempted
but failed homeostatic responses to disrupted synaptic func-
tioning in the amygdala (Vislay et al., 2013). Disruptions in
inhibitory/excitatory balance likely extend to networks like
the PFC that are involved in adaptive processes (e.g., Ziko-
poulos & Barbas, 2013), Thus, considering the degree to
which adaptive processes are themselves compromised may
be key to understanding variability within groups of indi-
viduals with ASD.
A further step will be to examine the relation between de-
velopmental regression (observed in at least 30% of indi-
viduals; Ozonoff et al., 2011) and the operation of core adap-
tive mechanisms. Regressive events may reflect failed
homeostatic mechanisms. When a local minimum cannot
be reached through cellular or network homeostatic reorgani-
zation, the network may reach a point of catastrophic col-
lapse. Some adults with deletions that include the SH3 and
multiple ankyrin repeat domains 3 (SHANK3) protein (asso-
ciated with significant deficits in excitatory synaptic trans-
mission; Shcheglovitov et al., 2013) experience sudden-onset
regression in adult life after a significant life event such as a
seizure, septic shock, or malignant neuroleptic syndrome
(Denayer et al., 2012). More gradual regression during devel-
opment was observed in all these individuals. Investigations
of patients with Phelan–McDermid syndrome (typically asso-
ciated with a 22q13 deletion spanning the SHANK3 region)
may provide insight into the mechanisms underlying this re-
gression.
Despite these limitations, we believe that the views out-
lined in this paper have significant implications for both the
development study of autism in the early years and the con-
clusions that can be drawn from adult studies of those with de-
velopmental disorders.
1. Studies of the neural basis of the key symptoms of autism
in adults are essentially investigations of the brain’s ability
to adapt and reorganize in the face of diffuse and wide-
spread synaptic differences (although these original prob-
lems may persist into adulthood in some cases). These sy-
naptic differences occur at an earlier point in development
and affect the fidelity of information processing. Similar to
the study of recovery of function following focal perinatal
brain damage, by adulthood it is the degree and nature of
brain reorganization that can be studied, but we cannot
learn more about the original cause without recourse to
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studying the age of the original injury. Thus, to the extent
our views are correct, one cannot directly study in adults
the original causes of autism (at least in mild and moderate
cases). Ironically, there are few neuroimaging studies of
the severe cases of adult autism where the original synap-
tic causes are most likely to still be present. We note that
understanding the causes of autism is going to be more
challenging than that of perinatal brain damage in at least
three ways: (a) we don’t know precisely when in develop-
ment the critical deviation events occur; (b) the neural fac-
tors are diffuse and widespread in autism and likely to af-
fect some types of information processing more than
others; and (c) we do not know with certainty which parts
of the brain are unaffected, and are thus able to efficiently
compensate.
2. Altering signal to noise ratios in neural processing can be
the result of a variety of different molecular and genetic
factors, including the balance between excitatory and in-
hibitory neurotransmitters. Thus, according to our view,
there will be multiple, different molecular and genetic
pathways capable of leading to autism, as long as they
have the net effect of disturbing the typical balance that
leads high-fidelity synaptic processing. Environmental in-
stability or sensory disturbances could potentially have
similar, or compounding, effects. To make the situation
even more complex for genetic and molecular factors,
by midchildhood a variety of different compensatory
and adaptive process will have been at work, each with
its own genetic correlates. In other words, the reason
why the genetics of autism has proved so challenging is
because a variety of different early challenges all result
in the same adaptive response from the brain. Autism as
a diagnostic category is best considered as the end result
of an alternative developmental trajectory, a common
adaptive response to a variety of different early brain func-
tion problems.
3. A major issue in developmental disorders is that of selec-
tivity. Which factors determine whether a child develops
the symptoms of autism as opposed to ADHD, or receives
both diagnoses? Two alternatives are evident from our
analyses. More traditionally, the neural or transmitter sys-
tems affected differ for the two diagnoses. However, given
the large degree of genetic overlap between these diagno-
ses a second possibility is that it is the developmental stage
at which the diffuse and widespread neural detuning oc-
curs that determines the nature of the adaptive responses,
and therefore the behavioral traits that emerge. In this re-
spect, it is perhaps worthy of note that the behavioral traits
that lead to a diagnosis of ADHD typically emerge several
years after the appearance of those associated with autism.
Possibly the phase of postnatal development affected de-
termines the nature of the ontogenetic adaptive response,
and thus the clinical profile that results. Thus, we suggest
there may be a family of such adaptation syndromes. One
prediction here is that genes associated with ADHD will
have expression patterns that peak later in development
than those associated with ASD; systematic comparisons
of this nature are an important target for future work on
the human epigenome.
4. One important concept to be tackled in future work is how
to measure the degree of adaptation of particular indi-
viduals. Traditional views of resilience and adaptation
have taken “typicality” as the desired end state. Thus, re-
silience would be expected to be reflected in better social
and communication skills, lower rates of depression, and
so on. However, the core proposal here is that adaptive
processes are designed to ensure an optimal outcome for
the individual brain, given its processing style and envi-
ronmental inputs. Some of these adaptations may act to in-
crease apparent “typicality,” such as in the case of the use
of alternate brain mechanisms to produce the same surface
behavior, or the PFC-mediated use of alternate strategies
to achieve the same goal. However, others may result in
what appears to be greater atypicality, such as niche con-
struction favoring social withdrawal.
Another important possibility is that if early synaptic dys-
function is transient, adaptation processes may be triggered
that optimize the brain to a processing style that characterized
its interactions with the environment during an earlier stage of
development. Because plasticity is greater in early develop-
ment, adaptation after synaptic dysfunction has disappeared
may be more limited and may result in a mismatch between
phenotype and the experienced environment. These argu-
ments are similar to those made for prenatal exposure to
malnutrition, which is thought to trigger the development
of metabolic processes designed to retain and store insulin
and fatty acids (Barker & Clark, 1997). When the individual
encounters plentiful food later in life, individuals are at in-
creased risk for health problems that are not seen if the post-
natal environment continues to lack resources (Stanner &
Yudkin, 2001).
These questions become most pressing when considering
early intervention. To an extent, the viewpoint espoused in
this paper strongly supports the value of early (prodromal) in-
tervention. The adaptive response of prolonging neural plas-
ticity may actually increase the temporal window within
which early intervention could be effective. It is possible
that, in at least some cases of children at risk, we could pre-
vent or alleviate the emergence of the full symptoms of the
condition by treating the original synaptic dysfunction in
very early development. However, treatments focused on
boosting adaptive mechanisms may have more mixed results.
Improving mechanisms that are likely to increase the use of
alternate brain networks to attain key goals (such as executive
functioning systems) is likely to improve quality of life for af-
fected individuals. A number of groups have recently devel-
oped EF skills training programs suitable for young children
(Wass, Scerif, & Johnson, 2012), and an exciting direction for
future research will be to see whether such training regimes
applied to populations of infants at risk will improve outcome
in some individuals. However, enhancing other adaptive
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mechanisms in early development may be counterproductive
in the case of individuals with a transient synaptic problem.
Here, increasing the likelihood that individuals will adapt to
a transient atypicality in processing style may serve to in-
crease later symptoms of autism. For individuals with a
more persistent synaptic problem, adaptation may be essential
to later quality of life; later interventions that attempt to re-
duce behavioral symptoms of autism may be inadvertently re-
moving a core adaptation to synaptic dysfunction. Navigating
these difficult issues will be crucial as groups begin to design
interventions targeted at infants at risk for autism.
In conclusion, we have reviewed evidence supporting the
view that a range of genetic and molecular factors can cause
widespread mild synaptic dysregulation during early postna-
tal development. This, in turn, elicits a series of compensatory
and adaptive processes that trigger an alternative trajectory of
subsequent development. We propose that it is these species-
typical adaptive processes that underlie the majority of the
phenotype traditionally associated with autism. Specifically,
changes in connectivity and different patterns of activation re-
vealed by functional neuroimaging may result from reorgani-
zation and redundancy; developmental delays may reflect a
delayed timetable of specialization that allows a broader
time window for environmental sampling; and restricted in-
terests and social withdrawal may represent construction of
an ecological niche that best suits a brain with “noisy” signal
processing. Understanding the nature of autism requires us to
study the intricate interaction between atypical early process-
ing and species-typical adaptation responses over develop-
ment. We speculate that autism may be only one of several de-
velopmental disorders defined by a phenotype that results
from processes of adaptation.
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